
"If you don't have vocabulary for a content area, you don't know the content area—
and that's what opens the door for us. We can actually build background knowledge 

by directly teaching certain vocabulary in a certain way." ~ Robert Marzano

Grade 6 - ELA

active listener fact vs. opinion meter
almanac feedback modifier
atlas figurative language multimedia presentation
author's purpose figure of speech musical
autobiography flashback

follow-up sentence narration
background knowledge footnote
bibliography foreign word object pronoun
biographical sketch foreshadowing objective view
biography format oral tradition
body language fully developed character
body of the text pacing
business letter gender paraphrase

generalization peer-response group
caption grammatical form periodical
catalog Greek affix personal narrative
CD-ROM Greek root personification
character trait perspective
chronology high-frequency word persuasion
clarification historical fiction physical description
climax historical theme physical gesture
closing homonym plagiarism
clue homophone poetic element
comparative adjective hyphen political cartoonist
compound sentence political speech
compound verb imperative sentence predicate adjective
conjunction inconsistency present tense
contract independent clause problem-solution
convention information source proper adjective
coordinating conjunction interjection proverb
criticism interpretation publication date
cross-reference interview
current affairs irregular verb Reader's Guide to

italics Periodical Literature
demonstrative pronoun reference source
description knowledge base relevant detail
descriptive language rephrasing
diagram lecture report
dialogue line (in a play) representation
document literal phase research paper
documentary log resolution

logic resource material
editorial logical argument restatement
elaboration logo rhythm
electronic media
etymology manner of speech
exclamation mark mass media
exclamatory sentence mechanics (language)
explicit/implicit media type
extraneous information metaphor
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sales technique
salutation
saying
self-correction
sentence combining
simile
simple sentence
sitcom
slang
stereotype
stress
subject pronoun
subjective view
superlative adjective

target audience
tension (in a story)
textual clue
transition
translate

verb phrase
viewpoint
visual aid

word origin


